May 14, 2012

Seattle Area Resident
55 Rainier St
Seattle, WA 98119

Dear Seattle Resident,

In recent weeks, our research team has asked you, as part of a random selection of Washington residents, to let us know how you think water decisions should be made in your state. We plan to start summarizing results later this month, so we hope that all questionnaires will be completed by then.

You can help us by filling out the questionnaire we mailed to your household last week and returning it in the provided stamped envelope.

For many years, we have heard people in Washington and all across the U.S. talk about water — how it should be protected, managed, owned, and used. In the future, we believe that water issues will receive even more attention. We hope that this study will contribute to these conversations and provide insight into Washington residents’ views on water.

This is the last contact we will be sending you about this survey, as we are bringing this phase of the project to a close. A summary of preliminary results from this study will be available on our website www.opinion.wsu.edu/washingtonwater/results this summer. If you have any questions about this survey please contact Thom Allen by telephone at 1-800-833-0867 or by email at survey.support@wsu.edu.

Many thanks for considering our request.

Respectfully and with appreciation,

[Signature]

Don A. Dillman
Project Director
Washington State University